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Abstract
Many large networks take the form of sequences of different types of interactions
between entities, which can be represented as a sparse, structured, dynamically
evolving multigraph. Bayesian edge-exchangeable models have been proposed as
a model for sparse multigraphs, and these have been incorporated into hierarchical
models that are able to capture community-like structure. However, these models
assume exchangeability of the edges, precluding us from capturing dynamic be-
havior, such as the tendency of individuals to reply to recent emails. To capture
evolving graph dynamics, we propose a dynamic Bayesian nonparametric model
for interaction networks that tends to reinforce recent behavioral patterns. Our
Dynamic Nonparametric Network Distribution (DNND) describes a generative
distribution over sequences of interactions, captured as a time-evolving mixture of
dynamic behavioral patterns, that is able to capture both sparse and dense behavior.
Conditioned on the hyperparameters, we are able to sample directly from the poste-
rior distribution over the mixing components. The resulting posterior predictive
distribution can be used to predict future interactions. We demonstrate impressive
predictive performance against a range of state-of-the-art dynamic graph models.
1 Introduction
Many social interaction networks can be represented in terms of a multigraph—i.e. a graph where
there can be multiple edges between two vertices. For example, vertices might correspond to
individuals, with each edge representing an email between two individuals. In large-scale applications,
such multigraphs are typically sparse, with the number of edges being small relative to the number of
unconnected pairs of vertices. Concretely, we call a distribution over graphs or multigraphs sparse if
the number of edges grows sub-quadratically with the number of vertices.
Edge-exchangeable models [9, 12] have been proposed as models for sparse multigraphs, and hierar-
chical variants allow the incorporation of community-type structure [45]. Such models assume that
more edges and vertices will be seen in the future, making them appropriate for growing graphs, and
under certain settings they are provably sparse. However, they assume that the distribution over multi-
graphs is stationary, and that the resulting multigraph is invariant to reordering the arrival times of the
edges. In practice, most real-world networks are dynamic, with the underlying distribution evolving
over time. Despite this, there is a lack of models for sparse, dynamically evolving multigraphs.
We show that the basic edge-exchangeable framework of [9] can be adapted to yield dynamically
evolving multigraphs with provable sparsity, replacing the underlying distribution on the space of
vertices with a time-dependent process [4]. This construction allows the distribution to evolve over
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time, in a manner that encourages new edges to contain recently visited vertices. We incorporate this
basic dynamic multigraph into a dynamic, hierarchical model that retains this sparsity while capturing
complex, time-evolving interaction structure. The Dynamic Nonparametric Network Distribution
(DNND) uses a temporally evolving clustering structure and a hierarchical Bayesian nonparametric
framework to capture both global changes in cluster popularity and shifting dynamics within clusters.
A judicious choice of base measure for the cluster-specific distributions means that our distribution
can generate either sparse or dense multigraphs, with the degree of sparsity controlled by a single
parameter. The increased flexibility allowed by our model leads to improved performance over both
its exchangeable counterpart and over a range of state-of-the-art dynamic network models.
Contributions: (1) We show that a sequence of edges whose distributions are governed by a
distance-dependent Chinese restaurant process [4] form sparse, non-stationary multigraphs—even
though comparable, edge-exchangeable multigraphs based on the Chinese restaurant process are not
sparse; (2) we construct a flexible hierarchical model, DNND, appropriate for dynamically evolving,
structured multigraphs. We show that this distribution can be used to model sparse or dense interaction
networks, and propose an MCMC algorithm for inference; (3) we show that DNND outperforms
state-of-the-art Bayesian dynamic network models over three real-world network datasets.
2 Background and related work
To provide appropriate context, in this section we introduce the notion of graph sparsity (Section 2.1,
and discuss existing Bayesian models for multigraphs in the stationary (Section 2.2) and dynamic
(Section 2.4) setting. Finally, we review the ddCRP (Section 2.5), which will be used in DNND.
2.1 Graph sparsity
The density of a graph with E edges and V vertices is the ratio of the number of edges to the number
of potential edges. For binary, undirected graphs, this density is 2E/V (V − 1). We can extend this
notion to distributions over graphs, by looking at how the density behaves as the graph grows. We
say a graph is sparse if the number of edges grows subquadratically with the number of vertices (see
e.g. [34] for a discussion of sparsity and density in graphs).
Following [9], we extend this definition to multigraphs, saying a multigraph is sparse if the number
of edges grows subquadratically with the number of vertices. Empirically, many large real-world
graphs and multigraphs are sparse [13, 11].
2.2 Vertex-exchangeable and sparse-exchangeable models for multigraphs
Most Bayesian models for (multi)graphs exhibit a form of exchangeability, meaning that they are
invariant to temporal reordering of the data. As we will see in Section 2.4, while these models are
inherently unsuited for dynamically evolving graphs, most dynamic Bayesian models are based on an
exchangeable counterpart. The models described in this paper are no exception.
There are several forms of exchangeability that are appropriate in the context of graphs, depending on
which aspect of the graph we consider reordering; each context of exchangeability leads to different
model properties. The models described in this paper are based on edge-exchangeable graphs, which
we will describe in Section 2.3. Here, we review the two other families of exchangeable (multi)graphs.
Vertex-exchangeable graphs [3, 24, 34] are graphs where the distribution over the adjacency matrix
is invariant to jointly permuting the row and column indices. This occurs when the presence (or in the
case of a multigraph, the number of instances) of an edge between vertices u and v is a random variable
parameterized by the value of some function θ(u, v) and is conditionally independent from other
edges given θ(u, v)—for example, if eu,v ∼ Bernoulli(θ(u, v)). This class includes the stochastic
blockmodel [39, 25]; the infinite relational model [26]; the mixed-membership stochastic blockmodel
[2]; the latent feature relational model [32]; and Poisson factor analysis [53, 20]. While these models
are able to capture interesting community structure, the resulting graphs are dense almost surely,
[3, 24]. This makes them a poor choice for large real-world multigraphs, which are typically sparse.
Sparse exchangeable (multi)graphs [11, 42, 43, 7] consider an alternative notion of exchangeability,
based on increments of an underlying random measure. For example, [11] describes a model for
graphs and multigraphs based on an underlying Poisson process, whose rate measure is distributed
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according to a generalized gamma process [8]; this family is generalized by [42]. Such a construction
yields sparse graphs with a power-law degree distribution, properties that are common in large
social networks. [28] proposes an extension of such a model with community structure. Unlike the
edge-exchangeable graphs that we will consider in Section 2.3, sparse exchangeable graphs assume a
fully observed graph where no new edges will be seen between existing vertices, making them poorly
suited to prediction tasks in dynamically growing interaction networks.
2.3 Edge-exchangeable multigraphs
Edge-exchangeable multigraphs [9, 12, 45] construct a multigraph based on an infinitely exchangeable
sequence of edges. Edges are sampled from a distribution over pairs of vertices, which is typically
constructed by sampling each vertex independently from some nonparametric probability distribution.
Unlike vertex-exchangeable and sparse-exchangeable models, edge-exchangeable multigraphs can
grow over time. For certain choices of distribution over the vertices, edge-exchangeable multigraphs
are sparse [9, 12]. Loosely, this occurs when the distribution is heavy-tailed, as this ensures the
probability of a new edge adding a new vertex to the graph remains high enough to keep the number of
edges subquadratic in the number of vertices. This holds for a class of completely random measures
[9] that includes the generalized gamma process [8], and for the Pitman-Yor process [12, 37].
Hierarchical edge-exchangeable multigraphs. Edge-exchangeable multigraphs can exhibit sparsity
and power-law degree distribution, but they lack complex structure, since the two vertices that
comprise each edge are chosen independently. The mixture of Dirichlet network distributions
(MDND) [45] breaks this independence by using a mixture of edge-exchangeable models. Edges are
associated with one of an unbounded number of clusters, with the cluster assignments distributed
according to a Chinese restaurant process (CRP). Within each cluster, edges are generated according
to an edge-exchangeable multigraph sequence. In this sequence, the directed edges are generated
by sampling a “sender” and a “recipient” from two separate Dirichlet processes (DPs) to allow
asymmetry in a directed setting which are coupled via a shared base measure. However, the choice
of DPs as distributions over vertices mean that MDND does not yield sparse graphs [9, 12]. As we
show in Section 4, even if we were to replace the top-level DP with a heavy tailed distribution, this
would not guarantee sparsity in the resulting multigraph.
2.4 Models for dynamic graphs
Since real-world interaction networks often evolve over time, there has been significant research
attention on dynamic graph models. A common approach relies on the extensions of stationary
network models to a dynamic framework. Although, there have been many dynamic extensions
of non-Bayesian models such as the exponential random graph model [21] and matrix and tensor
factorization-based methods [15], here we focus on Bayesian models relevant to the present work.
Most dynamic Bayesian networks extend vertex-exchangeable graphs. [48] and [16] extend the
stochastic blockmodel to allow time-evolving parameters. [47] relaxes exchangeability assumptions,
allowing the presence or absence of edges to directly influence future edge probabilities. Temporal dy-
namics have also been added to the mixed membership stochastic blockmodel framework [18, 46, 23],
the infinite relational model [33] and the latent feature relational model [17, 22, 27]. Recently, several
models have extended Poisson factor analysis. The dynamic gamma process Poisson factorization
(DGPPF) [1] introduces dependency by incorporating a Markov chain of marginally gamma random
variables into the latent representation. The dynamic Poisson gamma model (DPGM) [50] extends
a bilinear form of Poisson factor analysis [52] in a similar manner. The dynamic relational gamma
process model (DRGPM) [49] also incorporates a temporally dependent thinning process.
Much less work has been carried out on dynamic extensions of sparse-exchangeable or edge-
exchangeable graphs. [35] extends the sparse-exchangeable model of [11] to use a time-dependent
base measure, and assume edges have a geometric lifespan. In the edge exchangeable case, [33]
incorporates temporal dynamics into the MDND by introducing a latent Gaussian Markov chain, and
a Poisson vertex birth mechanism; while it offers empirical evidence of sparsity, it is not proven to
yield sparse multigraphs. [19] extends the MDND to partially observed data and use a temporally
informed inference algorithm, but the underlying model is stationary.
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2.5 Distance-dependent Chinese restaurant process
Edge-exchangeable graphs generate edges according to either a single exchangeable distribution
over vertices, or a collection of coupled exchangeable distributions over vertices. A natural way
to incorporate temporal dependence in such a model is to replace the associated exchangeable
distributions with temporally varying clustering mechanisms. In this paper, we choose to use the
distance-dependent CRP (ddCRP) [4], since it yields desirable sparsity results.
Under the ddCRP with concentration parameter τ and non-negative, non-increasing decay function f
such that f(∞) = 0, the probability of an observation xi joining a cluster k is,
P (zi = k|z<i) ∝
{∑
j:zj=k
f(di,j) k ≤ Ki
τ k = Ki + 1
, di,j =
{
ti − tj ti ≥ tj
∞ otherwise (1)
where zi is the cluster assignment of the i-th edge, Ki is the number of previously seen clusters
and the distance di,j captures how much time has elapsed between xi and xj . The concentration
parameter τ controls the expected number of clusters. The decay function means that new samples
are more likely to be from the same component as recently seen samples than older samples, allowing
the predictive distribution to evolve over time. A known limitation of the ddCRP is that it assumes
that all data has been observed up to the current time point: the distribution is not invariant to adding
edges at previously observed time points. This is not a concern in our setting, since we are typically
able to observe past instances of the full graph, and are interested in predicting future edges.
3 Edge sequence distributions for sparse, dynamic multigraphs
In the context of edge-exchangeable multigraphs, we can achieve sparsity if the underlying distribution
over vertices has sufficiently heavy tails [9, 12]. Loosely, edge-exchangeable multigraphs obtain
sparsity if the probability of incorporating a new vertex remains sufficiently large as the graph grows,
so that the number of vertices is large relative to the number of edges. However, by their nature,
edge-exchangeable models are not appropriate for data whose distribution varies over time, since their
distributions are invariant to reordering the arrival times. In this section, we describe an alternative
way of ensuring sparsity in a non-exchangeable setting, by allowing the probability of resampling an
existing vertex to decay over time.
Let us define E = (e1, e2, . . . ) to be a collection of directed edges, each expressed as an ordered
tuple ei = (si, ri). Using the language of an email communication network, we consider an edge as
originating at a sender si, and leading to a recipient ri. In the basic edge-exchangeable multigraph
[9], both sender and recipient are sampled i.i.d. from some discrete distribution, si, ri
iid∼ f .
Instead of sampling from a fixed f , we can sample the two end points of an edge from a dynamically
evolving distribution. We choose to use the ddCRP (Equation 1), meaning that the probability of
selecting vertex v as either the ith sender, or the ith recipient, is
P (si = v|s<i, r<i) = P (ri = v|s<i, r<i) ∝
{∑
j:sj=v
f(di,j) +
∑
j:rj=v
f(di,j) v ≤ Vi
τ v = Vi + 1
(2)
where the distance di,j and decay function f are as described in Section 2.5, and vertices are numbered
in order of appearance with Vi being the number of previously seen vertices. A number of other
dependent or dynamic nonparametric processes could be used in place of the ddCRP. We choose the
ddCRP because, under certain mild conditions on f , it yields sparse multigraphs, as we show below.
Assumption 1. The decay function f in Equation 2, and the rate of arrival of edges ei, satisfies∑
i<n f(di,n) ≤ Dna for some D <∞, a < 0.5, and all n.
Theorem 1. If Assumption 1 holds, then the number of edges grows subquadratically with the number
of vertices, and so the multigraph is sparse.
The proof is provided in Appendix A.
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4 Sparse, structured multigraphs with temporal dynamics
While the edge sequence distribution described in Section 3 is sparse, it lacks structure. In the
context of edge-exchangeable graphs, MDND, described in Section 2.3, brings clustering structure
and incorporates asymmetry between senders and recipients, yet it sacrifices sparsity. Further, since
edges in MDND are exchangeable (i.e. the probability of the multigraph is invariant to reordering
of the edge arrival times), MDND is not a good fit for dynamically growing multigraphs, where the
underlying mechanism is non-stationary.
Inspired both by MDND and the dynamic distribution discussed in Section 3, we propose a new
model, the Dynamic Nonparametric Network Distribution (DNND), for dynamic multigraphs with
community structure. Like MDND, DNND clusters edges into an unbounded number of clusters, and
within each cluster, has separate distributions for sender and recipient; however the nature of these
distributions are modified to ensure the resulting graph is sparse and that the underlying distribution
evolves over time.
The MDND uses a CRP to cluster edges. DNND replaces this with a ddCRP, meaning that the cluster
probabilities can evolve over time. We also use a ddCRP (rather than a CRP) to model the distribution
over edges within each cluster, so that the behavior within each cluster also evolves over time.
As with MDND, the cluster-specific distributions are coupled via a global, discrete distribution to
ensure shared support. In the case of MDND, this distribution is a DP. Here, to allow sparsity in
the resulting graph, we use a heavy-tailed distribution. We choose to use the Pitman-Yor process
[37] with concentration parameter γ and discount parameter σ, although as we discuss later, other
heavy-tailed distributions such as the generalized gamma process could also be used. The resulting
distribution over directed edges (si, ri) takes the form
P (zi = k|z<i) ∝

∑
j:zj=k
f1(di,j) k ≤ Ki
α k = Ki + 1
H :=
∞∑
i=1
hiδθi ∼ PY(γ, σ,Θ)
si|zi, s<i, H

= s w.p. ∝ ∑
j:zj=zi
sj=s
f2(di,j)
∼ H w.p. ∝ τ
ri|zi, r<i, H

= r w.p. ∝
∑
j:zj=zi,
rj=r
f2(di,j)
∼ H w.p. ∝ τ
(3)
where Ki is the number of previously seen clusters, α > 0, γ > 0, τ > 0, σ ∈ [0, 1), and di,j
is as defined in Equation 1. Θ is some diffuse base measure on the space of vertices. The decay
functions f1 and f2 (see Section 2.5) control the amount of influence past data points have on the
current distribution over clusters and the current per-cluster distributions over vertices, respectively.
For example, we might choose a window decay function f(d) = 1[d < λ] that only allows data
points within a size-λ window to influence the current distribution, or an exponential decay function
f(d) = e−d/λ, where the influence decays smoothly with time. We note that, if σ = 0 and
f1(d) = f2(d) = 1 for all d <∞, then Equation 3 is equivalent to the MDND.
The parameters α, γ, and τ have a similar effect here as in MDND: α governs the number of clusters;
γ governs the overall number of vertices; and τ governs the similarity between clusters. σ controls the
sparsity of the multigraph. Under the mild constraints on f2 and the rate of arrival of edges described
in Assumption 2, the multigraph will be sparse if σ > 0.5: we do not require any assumptions on the
global, clustering ddCRP with decay function f1.
Assumption 2. The decay function f2 in Equation 3 satisfies
∑j
i=1 f2(di,j) ≤ D for some D <∞
and all j.
Remark. While this condition is stricter than the condition in Assumption 1, it is easily satisfied
provided the rate of arrival of edges is bounded. For example, if f2 is a window function of size λ,
then D is the maximum number of edges arriving in a period of length λ. If f2(d) = e−d/λ, and m is
the maximum number of edges arriving per unit time, then∑
i<j f2(di,j) ≤
∑
i<j e
−bdi,jc/λ ≤∑∞`=0me−`/λ = me−λe−λ−1
where the final inequality is due to the fact that there are at most m observations with bdi,jc = ` for
` = 1, . . . ,∞. If f is a logistic function, f(d) = e−d+λ/(1 + e−d+λ), then∑i<j f(di,j) is bounded
above by
∑∞
`=0 e
λe−` = eλ+1/(e− 1).
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Theorem 2. If f2 satisfies Assumption 2, and if σ > 0.5, multigraphs distributed according to
Equation 3 are sparse.
The proof is given in Appendix A.
We note that, while we use a Pitman-Yor process in this paper, any base measure that can be used to
construct a sparse, edge-exchangeable multigraph could be used here, since the incorporation of the
ddCRP components does not affect the expected number of vertices. We demonstrate the resulting
sparsity empirically, along with empirical demonstration of power-law behavior, in Appendix B.
Inference. We perform inference via a MCMC algorithm that combines aspects of the ddCRP
inference algorithm proposed by [4] and the hierarchical Dirichlet process algorithms proposed by
[41]. Full details are provided in Appendix C.
Complexity. The complexity of our model is O(E ×K), where K is the number of clusters. The
complexity of blockmodel-based models is O(V 2 ×K). For sparse graphs, we have E << V 2. In
practice, the runtimes of the different models were comparable on the datasets we considered.
5 Experiments
In this section, we address the following questions: (1) How well does DNND capture the underlying
multigraph behavior to predict unseen held-out edges? and (2) How accurate is DNND in terms of
forecasting future interactions, compared to state-of-the-art dynamic interaction graph models? We
include code to reproduce our results within the supplementary material.
Datasets. We evaluated our model on three real-world temporal multigraphs;
(1) Email-Eu-core temporal network (Email-Eu) [29] consists of all incoming and outgoing emails in
a large European research institution. 986 individuals exchange about 332 k separate e-mails over
803 days. We considered the first T = 7 months of all departments of the institute, with 120121
edges and 844 vertices, with an average monthly density ( 2T
∑T
t=1Et/Vt(Vt − 1)) of 0.06.
(2) CollegeMsg network [29] records private messages in an online social multigraph at the University
of California, Irvine. We evaluated the performance of our model on all T = 7 months with 1899
vertices and 59835 interactions over 193 days. The average monthly density is 0.02.
(3) Social Evolution network (SocialEv) [30] tracks the everyday life of 70 students within a dormitory,
based on mobile phone data. We consider Bluetooth connections, calls and SMSs as interactions,
yielding a multigraph with high clustering coefficient and about 1M events over T = 10 months. In
practice, there are 187K edges and 74 vertices, with average monthly density of 0.82.
Experimental settings. For DNND, we considered three decay functions: (1) WINDOW decay:
f(d) = 1[d < λ] only considers dependency with edges that are distant at most λ from the current
edge, (2) EXPONENTIAL decay: f(d) = e−d/λ decays exponentially with time, and (3) LOGISTIC
decay: f(d) = e
−d+λ
1+e−d+λ is a smooth version of window decay. We used the same decay function for
f1 and f2. We used a Gamma(5, 1) prior for both α and γ, a Gamma(1, 1) prior for τ , a Beta(1, 1)
prior for σ and a Gamma(50, 1) prior for λ. Empirically, we found that varying these priors did not
dramatically impact performance.
We ran all algorithms for 1000 iterations for each dataset and each time slot (month). For the baseline
methods, we used the optimization or sampling methods, settings and hyperparameters described in
the relevant papers. All the experiments were run on a standard desktop, an Intel Xeon with 2.5 GHz
CPU and 128 GB RAM. We include the scripts used in these experiments with our submission, and
will make these publically available after publication.
Baselines. For the held-out edge prediction task, we compared against stationary MDND, described
in Section 2.3. We implemented MDND using the inference algorithm in Appendix C, with σ = 0 and
di,j = 1 for all i ≥ j. We found that this algorithm gave comparable results to the implementation
of [45]. For the graph forecasting task, we also compared against three recent Bayesian dynamic
network models, introduced in Section 2.4: the dynamic relational gamma process model (DRGPM)
[49], the dynamic Poisson gamma model (DPGM) [50], and the dynamic gamma process Poisson
factorization (DGPPF) [1]. These models are not applicable to the held-out edge prediction task,
since they assume all vertices are observed. However, they can be used to predict the entire graph at
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Table (1): Predictive log likelihood of held-out edges on three real-world datasets (mean ± standard deviation
over time slots).
Dataset Method MDND DNND-WINDOW DNND-LOGISTIC DNND-EXPONENTIAL
Email-Eu −26 868.9± 375.0 −25 270.8± 422.9 −2288.4± 469.0 −22 260.2± 399.9
SocialEv −1181.8± 152.4 −709.4± 84.1 −749.9± 90.6 −699.7± 84.4
CollegeMsg −4416.6± 227.8 −3757.9± 213.3 −5041.9± 375.7 −3882.0± 233.0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
time slots (months)
28
00
0
26
00
0
24
00
0
22
00
0
CRP
Window
Logistic
Exponential
(a) Email-Eu
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
time slots (months)
25
00
20
00
15
00
10
00
50
0
CRP
Window
Logistic
Exponential
(b) SocialEv
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
time slots (months)5
00
0
45
00
40
00
35
00
30
00
25
00
20
00
CRP
Window
Logistic
Exponential
(c) CollegeMsg
Figure (1): Predictive log likelihood vs. time slots. Each evaluation is the average value over 10 runs.
the next time slot over seen vertices. We modify this distribution to be appropriate to our forecasting
task by predicting the nT edges with the highest probability at time slot T .
Evaluation metrics. We consider four evaluation metrics: Log likelihood of held-out data, F1 score
for predicted future interactions, hits ratio at k (hits@k) and average precision at k (AP@k) for
predicted future interactions. The held-out log likelihood allows us to evaluate whether our model is
a good fit for the data. We use this to evaluate whether incorporating time-dependence and sparsity
allows us to better capture variation in the data compared to MDND. Estimating test set log likelihood
can be tricky in models where we have latent variables for each data point, since the likelihood
depends heavily on the assignments of those latent variables, and the state space of assignments is
too large to explore exhaustively. We estimate the log predictive likelihood using the “left to right”
algorithm [44] explained in Appendix D.
While log likelihood allows us to compare models, it does not provide a quantitative measure of how
much better a model will perform on a concrete prediction task for future observations. To assess this,
we consider two metrics for evaluating future predictions when we have all observations before time
T , and want to predict the edges arriving at time T . To allow comparison with vertex-exchangeable
models, which predict the entire adjacency matrix for a single time step, we set the time stamp for
all test set edges to the time of the first test set edge. We assume that we know the total number,
Ntest, of edges in the test set, allowing us to return a predicted set of appropriate size, along with
their probability of appearance. For comparison methods, we selected the Ntest edges with highest
probability of appearing.
The F1 score—calculated as the harmonic mean of precision and recall—gives a general measure
of the accuracy of the predictor, assigning equal importance to Type I and Type II errors. Average
precision at k looks at the proportion of the held-out edges that appear in the top k predictions,
averaged over samples and hits ratio at k is the proportion of correct predicted edges in top-k ranked
edges [51]. This allows us to dig deeper into the model’s performance, considering whether the edges
assigned high probability under the model are correct. The higher the F1 on the test set, the better.
5.1 Prediction of held-out edges
We consider how the test-set log likelihood varies between DNND and MDND, which can be seen
as a special case of DNND where σ = 0 and the ddCRPs reduce to CRPs, and explore how the
choice of decay function affects performance. We split each data set into time slots (one month for
all datasets), and train on 85% of the interactions in each time slot.
Table (1) shows the predictive log likelihood computed by DNND using three different decays
(WINDOW, EXPONENTIAL and LOGISTIC) in comparison to the CRP decay function used in [45] on
three real multigraphs. Values for each dataset and each decay function represent the mean value of
log likelihoods across time slots. We see that in each case, all three dynamic DNND multigraphs
outperform the stationary MDND. In Figure (1), we illustrate the predictive log likelihood per time
slot, separately. Again, we see that DNND consistently outperforms the stationary MDND model
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Table (2): hits@k for the future interaction prediction task (mean value over samples).
DNND MDND DRGPM DPGM DGPPF
hits@k @10 @20 @50 @10 @20 @50 @10 @20 @50 @10 @20 @50 @10 @20 @50
EMAIL-EU 0.96 0.92 0.99 0.94 0.96 0.96 0.3 0.21 0.23 0.28 0.21 0.25 0.32 0.2 0.2
SOCIALEV 0.78 0.98 1.0 0.74 0.91 1.0 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.16 0.16 0.1 0.36 0.36 0.35
COLLEGEMSG 0.62 0.78 0.98 0.5 0.63 0.96 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.17 0.17 0.16
Table (3): AP@k for the future interaction prediction task (mean value over samples).
DNND MDND DRGPM DPGM DGPPF
AP@k @10 @20 @50 @10 @20 @50 @10 @20 @50 @10 @20 @50 @10 @20 @50
EMAIL-EU 0.73 0.43 0.18 0.66 0.41 0.18 0.21 0.14 0.10 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.22 0.17 0.10
SOCIALEV 0.25 0.16 0.13 0.17 0.10 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.06 0.03 0.01
COLLEGEMSG 0.64 0.39 0.21 0.43 0.33 0.2 0.09 0.05 0.02 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.1 0.05 0.02
(a) Email-Eu (b) SocialEv (c) CollegeMsg
Figure (2): F1 score for future interaction prediction. Decay functions for DNND are WINDOW (W),
EXPONENTIAL (E), and LOGISTIC (L) (averaged over time slots).
across all time slots in terms of the predicted log likelihood of held-out edges. The best-performing
decay function differs across datasets, likely due to different forms of temporal variation. This
demonstrates that considering important properties observed in real-world data (i.e. time dependency
and sparsity) results in a better model fit.
5.2 Forecasting future interactions
We evaluated the F1 score, average precision at k and hits ratio at k using networks of time slot T as
the training set and testing by predicting the network edges at time slot T + 1. To allow comparison
with vertex-exchangeable methods, we assumed in all cases that all test-set observations arrive at
the same time as the first test-set observation. To predict each interaction, we estimate its likelihood
based on 10 posterior samples and we report the mean value over these samples for each interaction.
Tables (2) and (3) show the average precision and hits ratio at k for DNND and the four comparative
methods. Due to limited space, the numbers reported for DNND represent the best result out of
the three decay functions; complete tables are included in Appendix D. Figure (2) summarizes the
corresponding F1 scores. The results show that DNND performs comparably or better on both
metrics across all datasets. We hypothesize that this is due to several reasons. First, DNND is
explicitly designed in terms of a predictive distribution over edges, making it well-suited to predicting
future edges. Second, DNND is able to increase the number of vertices over time, and is likely better
able to capture natural multigraph growth. Conversely, the other methods assume the number of
vertices is fixed and known—and explicitly incorporate the absence of edges at earlier time points
into the likelihood. Third, unlike the other methods, DNND allows us to capture sparsity. If the
underlying multigraph is sparse, then this should lead to a more accurate model.
6 Discussion
We have demonstrated that edge-based multigraphs constructed using the ddCRP are sparse for
certain parameter settings, and have proposed a new distribution for sparse, temporally varying,
structured networks based on these edge-based multigraphs. As we saw in Section 5, these properties
translate into impressive predictive performance compared with state-of-the-art Bayesian models.
While we focus here on the ddCRP, we note that alternative dependent nonparametric priors could
also be used. For example, the Pölya urn-based model of [10] randomly deletes either previously
seen clusters or observations, and could yield sparse graphs under appropriate deletion schemes.
An interesting avenue for future research would be to explore alternative forms of dependency, and
incorporate mechanisms that can capture link reciprocity [5].
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An alternative path towards sparse, dynamic graphs would be to use a dependent nonparametric
process with heavy-tailed marginals, such as a dependent Pitman-Yor process [40]. While replacing
the distribution in a simple edge-exchangeable multigraph with such a distribution would yield sparse
graphs, this sparsity would not necessarily carry over to hierarchical models such as DNND.
Broader impacts
Our work joins a growing body of research that aims to explain the complex connectivity structure
of real graph data. By incorporating sparsity and temporal dynamics in a nonparametric Bayesian
framework, we provide tools that can improve link prediction and structure elucidation in interaction
networks. We hope that this model will inspire researchers to use Bayesian modelling in their work
and help facilitate the modeling of more complex and diverse graph-structured data.
While we have shown good predictive performance on real-world data, it is important to remember
that this is not the only metric on which an algorithm should be judged. While interaction networks,
such as email networks and social networks, have clear communication benefits, they also pose
potential risks to users. Like most machine learning algorithms, graph algorithms risk leaking private
information about users. While a Bayesian approach provides some protection against such leakage
[14], our algorithm is not designed to protect user privacy. We refer the reader to [6] for a discussion
of privacy in sparse graphs.
Two other concerns appropriate to interaction networks—which often involve sensitive user informa-
tion, and can impact the lives and decisions of their users—are the interpretability of the algorithm,
and the fairness of its predictions. Since our model is based on a hierarchical clustering model, its
latent structure is naturally fairly interpretable, allowing the user to explain predictions in terms of
these latent clusters.
While we do not explore the fairness of our predictions in this work, it is known that the “filter bubble”
effect can cause systemic bias [31]. This occurs when a link prediction algorithm predicts that a user
will interact with similar users, and so only suggests such connections. As a result, groups tend to
become segregated. If, for example, men are significantly more likely to belong to a bubble including
influential individuals, this puts them at a clear advantage. The clustering behavior underlying our
model means that, if it were used to recommend connections, it could lead to such a filter bubble.
We do not, therefore, recommend that our algorithm be the sole method used for recommending
interactions to individuals, and care should be taken to avoid such undesirable consequences.
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Supplementary material
A Proofs
Theorem 1, restated. If Assumption 1 holds, then the number of edges grows subquadratically with
the number of vertices, and so the multigraph is sparse.
Proof. Consider first samples x1, x2, . . . from a ddCRP with decay function f and concentration
parameter τ , such that
∑
i<n f(di,n) ≤ Dna for some D < ∞ and all n. The probability that
xi 6= xj for all j < i is ττ+∑j<i f(di,j) , therefore, the expected number of distinct values, Kn, in n
observations is
E[Kn] =
n∑
i=1
τ
τ +
∑
j<i f(di,j)
≥ nτ
τ +Dna
.
If we use this ddCRP to construct a multigraph as described in Section 2.5, then the expected number
of distinct vertices Vn in En edges will be
E[Vn] =
En∑
i=1
τ
τ + 2
∑
j<i f(di,j)
+
En∑
i=1
τ
τ + 2
∑
j<i f(di,j) + f(di,i)
≥ 2Enτ
τ + 2DEan
∼ O(E1−an ).
Therefore, the multigraph will be sparse provided a < 0.5.
Theorem 2, restated. If f2 satisfies Assumption 2, and if σ > 0.5, multigraphs distributed according
to Equation 3 are sparse.
Proof. Within each cluster, senders and recipients are assigned to components according to two
cluster-specific ddCRPs. If these ddCRPs were independent of one another, then each component
would be associated with a unique vertex (as in the model described in Section 3). Following
Theorem 1 with a = 1, by linearity of expectation, the expected total number of components would
be linear in the number of edges.
However, the ddCRPs are not independent; instead they are coupled via the discrete base measure
H . This means that, rather than sampling a vertex from some diffuse distribution, each component
samples a vertex from H—meaning that multiple components are associated with the same vertex.
As a result, the distribution over the number of distinct vertices per edge is equivalent, up to a
multiplicative constant, to that of the edge-exchangeable graph of Crane and Dempsey [12], who
prove that the resulting graph is sparse. We restate their argument below:
Since H is distributed according to a Pitman-Yor process, the number of distinct values associated
with k samples from H (and hence, the number of edges with degree k in a Pitman-Yor edge
exchangeable model) is [38]
Γ(γ + k + σ)Γ(γ + 1)
σΓ(γ + k)Γ(γ + σ)
− γ
σ
' Γ(γ + 1)
σΓ(γ + σ)
kσ . (4)
Since, in our model, the number of components grows linearly with the number of edges En, by the
law of iterated expectations the expected number distinct vertices Vn grows as O(Eσn) for σ > 0.
Therefore, the multigraph will be sparse provided σ > 0.5.
B Empirical evaluation of sparsity and power-law degree distribution
In Figure (3), we empirically investigate the effect of σ on the sparsity of multigraphs generated
according to Equation (3). Recall that a model is considered sparse if the number of edges grows
subquadratically with the number of vertices. Figure (3) plots the number of edges and number of
vertices (on a log-log scale) for multigraphs with α = 1, γ = 1, τ = 0.2, and various values of σ.
Each dot represents a single sampled multigraph, and the blue dashed line has slope 2—providing the
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boundary between sparse and dense graphs. We see that, for σ > 0.5, the number of edges grows
subquadratically with the number of vertices, as expected according to Theorem 2. As we decrease
σ, the graphs become denser. With σ = 0.3, the number of edges is approximately quadratic in the
number of vertices. With σ = 0, corresponding to a DP-distributed base measure, the number of
edges is superquadratic in the number of vertices.
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Figure (3): Relationship between the number of edges and the number of vertices in DNND multigraphs
generated according to Equation (3), for various values of σ. Plots are shown on a log-log scale. Different colors
correspond to different random seeds. The blue dashed line has a slope of 2, indicating a quadratic relationship.
We see that the multigraphs become increasingly sparse as σ increases.
In Figure (4) we look at the degree distribution of simulated graphs generated according to DNND
with a window decay function, with various settings of σ and the window length λ, plotted on a
log-log scale. As σ increases, we see a clear power law distribution. The shorter the window, the
harder it is for the tables associated with vertices to persist long enough to obtain a high degree.
Interestingly, for small values of λ, we seem to see a double power law distribution, something that
has been observed in real-world communication networks. Exploring this power law behavior in
more detail is an area for future research.
C Inference
In order to define our MCMC algorithm, we begin by introducing some auxiliary variables. Condi-
tioned on the cluster assignments zi, we follow a Chinese restaurant franchise-style representation,
where we imagine each cluster as a restaurant, with two sets of tables: one for senders si and one
for recipients ri. We let gsi represent the table allocation of si, and g
r
i represent the table allocation
of ri. All customers at a table are assigned to the same vertex; let ηv be the total number of tables
associated with vertex v.
Following [4], rather than sampling the cluster indicators zi directly, we instead assume each edge
“follows” another edge, specified by a variable ci. Cluster assignments are then obtained as zi = i if
ci = i, or zi = zci otherwise. We sample the ci, g
s
i , and g
r
i , along with a representation of H , by
iterating through the following steps:
SamplingH . Inspired by augmented representation schemes for the hierarchical Dirichlet process
[41], we represent the infinite measure H using a finite-dimensional vector (h1, h2, . . . , hVn , h+),
where hv for v ≤ Vn is the probability mass associated with vertex v, and h+ is the probability mass
associated with previously unseen vertices. Note that, in practice, Vn is constant during training.
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Figure (4): Degree distribution of simulated networks generated by DNND with 100K edges, for various
values of σ. Plots are shown on a log-log scale. Different colors correspond to different window lengths for both
decay functions, f1 and f2.
Following Corollary 20 of [36], we can sample
(h1, . . . , hV , h+) ∼ Dirichlet(η1 − σ, . . . , ηV − σ, γ + V σ).
Sampling gsi and gri . Conditioned on the clusters, all allowable table assignments (i.e. all assign-
ments where each table is associated with a single node) have equal likelihood, so we can Gibbs
sample gsi (and similarly, g
r
i ) based on the conditional distribution
P (gsi |{zi, si}) ∝
{∑
j<i:zj=zi,sj=si
f2(dij) {j < i : zj = zi, sj = si} 6= ∅
τhsi otherwise
. (5)
We only sample the table assignments as auxiliary variables to allow us to sample the hv; we discard
them before sampling the cluster assignments zi.
Sampling ci /zi . Following [4], we first set the ith link to follow itself, i.e. ci = i, and then sample
a new value for ci based on the conditional probability that ci = j,
P (ci = j|E, c¬i, (h1, . . . , hV , h+)) ∝
{
f(dij)P (E|ci = j, c¬i, (h1, . . . , hV , h+)) i 6= j
αP (E|ci = j, c¬i, (h1, . . . , hV , h+)) i = j (6)
where E = ((s1, r1), (s2, r2), . . . ) represents the edge structure of the graph. We can write
P (E|{ci}, (h1, . . . , hV , h+)) =
∏
k
Pk (7)
where Pk is the likelihood associated with the kth cluster,
Pk =
∏
i:zi=k
P (si|{sj , rj : j < i, zj = k})P (ri|{sj , rj : j < i, zj = k})
where
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Algorithm 1 DNND-Inference
1: Initialize hv ← 1|V |+1 for v = 1, . . . , |V |
2: Initialize zi ← 0, for every edge i
3: Initialize c0 ← 0; ci ← ci−1
4: for each epoch do
5: for i ∈ {1, . . . , N} do
6: Sample table allocations gsi , g
r
i following Equation 5
7: end for
8: Sample (h1, . . . , hV , h+) ∼ DP (η1 − σ, . . . , ηV − σ, γ + |V |σ)
9: for i ∈ {1, . . . , N} do
10: Let ci ← i, and update all affected cluster assignments.
11: Sample ci according to Equation 6
12: Update all affected cluster assignments.
13: end for
14: Propose α∗ ∼ N (α, ν2) for some step size ν
15: Set α← α∗ with probability min(1, Gamma(α∗|α0,α1)
∏
i p(ci|α∗,c<i)
Gamma(α|α0,α1)
∏
i p(ci|α,c<i)
)
16: Propose τ∗ ∼ N (τ, ν2)
17: Set τ ← τ∗ with probability min(1, Gamma(τ∗|τ0,τ1)
∏
i p(si,ri|τ∗,{hv},s<i,r<i,c<i)
Gamma(τ |τ0,τ1)
∏
i p(si,ri|α,{hv},s<i,r<i,c<i)
)
18: Propose γ∗ ∼ N (γ, ν2)
19: Set γ ← γ∗ with probability min(1, Gamma(γ∗|γ0,γ1)Dirichlet(h1,...,hV ,h+|η1−σ,...,ηV −σ,γ∗+|V |σ)Gamma(γ|γ0,γ1)Dirichlet(h1,...,hV ,h+|η1−σ,...,ηV −σ,γ+|V |σ)
20: Propose σ∗ ∼ N (γ, ν2)
21: Set σ ← σ∗ with probability min(1, Beta(σ∗|σ0,σ1)Dirichlet(h1,...,hV ,h+|η1−σ∗,...,ηV −σ∗,γ+|V |σ∗)Beta(σ|σ0,σ1)Dirichlet(h1,...,hV ,h+|η1−σ,...,ηV −σ,γ+|V |σ)
22: Propose λ∗ ∼ N (λf1 , ν2) for some step size ν
23: Set λf1 ← λ∗ with probability min(1, Gamma(λ
∗|λ0,λ1)
∏
i p(ci|λ∗,c<i)
Gamma(λf1 |λ0,λ1)
∏
i p(ci|λ,c<i)
)
24: Propose λ∗ ∼ N (λf2 , ν2) for some step size ν
25: Set λf2 ← λ∗ with probability min(1, Gamma(λ
∗|λ0,λ1)
∏
i p(si,ri|λ∗,{hv},s<i,r<i,c<i)
Gamma(λf2 |λ0,λ1)
∏
i p(si,ri|α,{hv},s<i,r<i,c<i)
)
26: end for
P (si = v|{c<i, s<i, r<i) ∝ τhv +
∑
j<i:sj=v
f2(dij).
In practice, we only need to calculate the likelihoods associated with clusters whose occupancy
changes based on the proposed move.
Pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 1. We assume gamma priors on α, τ , γ and both decay windows
λ, and a beta prior on σ, and sample from their posterior distributions using Metropolis-Hastings, as
shown in Algorithm 1.
C.1 Left-to-Right Evaluation Algorithm
In our experimental analysis, we compare different edge-based models in terms of their estimated test
set probabilities: higher probabilities suggests we have better captured the structure underlying the
data. In unsupervised models for sequences of observations—such as the graph models considered in
this paper, or language models—it is hard to estimate the probability of a new sequence, since the
probability of any specific sequence is vanishingly small, and often depends on the setting of latent
variables such as the cluster allocations in our model, or the topic allocations in topic models. Wallach
et al. [44] consider a number of methods to estimate these probabilities. The paper looks at the
setting of topic models, but the findings generalize to sequences of edges. We use their “left-to-right”
algorithm, which they found to be a good estimator of the true test set probability. We summarize
this algorithm below, in the context of our model.
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Algorithm 2 “left-to-right” evaluation algorithm
1: initialize l← 0
2: for i = N + 1, . . . , N + n do
3: initialize pi ← 0
4: for m = 1 . . .M do
5: for i′ < i do
6: Sample c(m)i′ ∼ P (c(m)i′ |(si′ , ri′), c(m)<i′ , C, C′<i′ ,G,G′<i′)
7: Sample gs,(m)i′ ∼ P (gs,(m)i′ |c(m)i′ , (si′ , ri′), gs,(m)<i′ , C, C′<i′ ,G,G′<i′)
8: Sample gr,(m)i′ ∼ P (gr,(m)i′ |c(m)i′ , (si′ , ri′), gr,(m)<i′ , C, C′<i′ ,G,G′<i′)
9: end for
10:
pi ← pi +
Ki∑
k
P (si, ri|c(m)i = k, gs,(m)i , gr,(m)i )
× P (c(m)i = k, gs,(m)i , gr,(m)i |C′<i,G′<i, C,G)
11: end for
12: pn ← pn/M
13: l← l + log pn
14: end for
15: logP (E ′|C,G) ' l
Given a sequence of edges E = (s1, r1), . . . , (sN , rN ), with their associated cluster assignments
C = c1, . . . , cN and table assignments G = (gs1, gr1), . . . , (gsN , grN ), then the probability of a held-out
data set E ′ = (sN+1, rN+1), . . . , (sN+n, rN+n) is given by
P (E ′|C,G) =
∑
C′,G′
P (E ′|C′,G′)P (C′,G′|C,G)
=
N+n∏
i=N+1
∑
C′<i,G′<i
P (si, ri|ci, gsi , gri )P (ci, gsi , gri |C′<i,G′<i, C,G)
(8)
where C′ = cN+1, . . . , cN+n, C′<i = cN+1, . . . , ci, and G′,G′<i are defined analogously, and the
summations are over all possible values of C′ and G′ (or C′<i. and G′<i).
We can then approximate the terms in Equation 8 using the sequential algorithm described in
Algorithm 2, where M can be seen as analogous to the number of particles in a particle filtering
algorithm.
D Additional experimental results
Table (4) expands Tables (2) and (3) to include standard deviation across 10 repeats and results for
each of the three decay functions.
Table (4): hits@k and AP@k of three decay functions
CollegeMsg EmailEu SocialEv
hits@k @10 @20 @50 @10 @20 @50 @10 @20 @50
DNND-MDND 0.5± 0.08 0.63± 0.1 0.96± 0.02 0.94± 0.04 0.96± 0.06 0.96± 0.05 0.74± 0.25 0.91± 0.12 1.0± 0.01
DNND-WINDOW 0.32± 0.12 0.67± 0.18 0.91± 0.07 0.98± 0.04 0.94± 0.06 0.97± 0.04 0.72± 0.29 0.92± 0.13 0.98± 0.05
DNND-LOGISTIC 0.62± 0.17 0.78± 0.08 0.98± 0.01 0.92± 0.11 0.89± 0.05 0.94± 0.11 0.78± 0.22 0.98± 0.03 1.0± 0.0
DNND-EXPONENTIAL 0.55± 0.15 0.7± 0.07 0.92± 0.05 0.96± 0.08 0.92± 0.06 0.99± 0.02 0.68± 0.28 0.93± 0.13 0.99± 0.01
DNND-DRGPM 0.06± 0.09 0.06± 0.07 0.06± 0.05 0.3± 0.01 0.21± 0.01 0.23± 0.03 0.21± 0.4 0.21± 0.4 0.21± 0.4
DNND-DPGM 0.14± 0.07 0.15± 0.06 0.14± 0.06 0.28± 0.03 0.21± 0.01 0.25± 0.02 0.16± 0.22 0.16± 0.22 0.1± 0.22
DNND-DGPPF 0.17± 0.12 0.17± 0.09 0.16± 0.05 0.32± 0.01 0.2± 0.02 0.2± 0.01 0.36± 0.47 0.36± 0.47 0.35± 0.47
AP@k @10 @20 @50 @10 @20 @50 @10 @20 @50
DNND-MDND 0.43± 0.02 0.33± 0.04 0.2± 0.03 0.66± 0.08 0.41± 0.03 0.18± 0.02 0.17± 0.05 0.1± 0.03 0.04± 0.01
DNND-WINDOW 0.63± 0.07 0.39± 0.06 0.23± 0.04 0.66± 0.06 0.42± 0.03 0.18± 0.01 0.25± 0.05 0.16± 0.03 0.13± 0.01
DNND-LOGISTIC 0.63± 0.09 0.43± 0.06 0.26± 0.04 0.66± 0.06 0.42± 0.06 0.18± 0.02 0.18± 0.02 0.12± 0.03 0.1± 0.01
DNND-EXPONENTIAL 0.64± 0.15 0.39± 0.09 0.21± 0.04 0.73± 0.06 0.43± 0.04 0.18± 0.02 0.18± 0.03 0.13± 0.03 0.09± 0.02
DNND-DRGPM 0.09± 0.03 0.05± 0.01 0.02± 0.01 0.21± 0.0 0.14± 0.0 0.1± 0.0 0.06± 0.05 0.03± 0.02 0.01± 0.01
DNND-DPGM 0.1± 0.02 0.05± 0.01 0.02± 0.0 0.16± 0.0 0.14± 0.0 0.12± 0.0 0.05± 0.06 0.02± 0.03 0.01± 0.01
DNND-DGPPF 0.1± 0.0 0.05± 0.0 0.02± 0.0 0.22± 0.0 0.17± 0.0 0.1± 0.0 0.06± 0.05 0.03± 0.03 0.01± 0.01
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